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In this workshop we will discuss potential threat 
and hostile situations that may arise when you 

are in public places and what you can do to 
successfully find your way back home to your 
loved ones without sustaining fatal injuries. 
We will be focusing only on Empty-Handed 

techniques and situations where the attacker is 
not armed with any weapons.

Let’s discuss what’s happening in your brain in 
that split second when you are being attacked or 

perceive a threat and how critical thinking
plays a part in self-defense.
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When you perceive a threat there are 3 Stress 
Responses- response is your body's natural re-
action to danger. It's a type of stress response 

that helps you react to perceived threats

1) Flight- In Flight response requires you to escape from 
the situation. Therefore, running away from an attacker 

and getting to safety is the goal. 
(“Live another day to fight another battle”)

2) Fight- In Fight response, the attacker is subdued by 
means of a self defense device or force.

3) Freeze- In Freeze response, you just freeze up or stay 
completely still.
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Critical Thinking - Problem solving.
 

In that split second out of these 
3 Natural Stress Responses, you will 
need to assess and make a rational

decision based on what you assessed. 
For example: The attacker is double 

your size and you are in an open space 
where you are free to run (question) 

Do you #1. Flight? Or #2. Fight?
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CORRECT
ANSWER
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#1. FLIGHT
Run Home!
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RECOGNIZING THREAT LEVELS

Threat Level 0: Safe Space
Threat Level 1: Avoid
Threat Level 2: Verbally De-escalate 
Threat Level 3: Distance
Threat Level 4: Neutralize Threat with Force

S.A.V.D.N.
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Why was Martial Arts Created? and
Why Martial Arts for Self Protection?

Short answer, it was created for 
warfares and to protect the people. 
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5D’s of Bystander Intervention:
1) Distract
2) Delegate
3)Document
4) Delay
5) Direct
Full Resource: https://www.ihollaback.org/bystander-resources/?fbclid=IwAR000YeH9Td8iGzJT5ksjkdXLIAppSwWje8bAZdj50Vslic7PXgQFBd7QcE
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